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ABSTRACT 

 
Trademark squatting is a nightmare for brand owners and global 

business entities today.  It is also increasing in many countries around the 
world.  Generally, trademark squatting is an act of registering other 
people’s marks as their own by squatters in other countries in order to 
gain benefits from original marks or real trademark owners.  Many brand 
owners or business entities have recently confronted this problem while 
there is no particular resolution.  For example, Apple Inc. was in its 
dispute over the iPad name with the Proview in China.  The iPad dispute 
was ended when Apple Inc. transferred 60 million to the 
Proview.  Therefore, this Article describes the aspects of trademark 
squatting and how the principle of territory results in trademark 
squatting.  The Article also addresses how to protect original marks from 
trademark squatting and how to regain trademark rights from trademark 
squatters.  Finally, the Article proposes using WIPO Arbitration to 
resolve trademark squatting cases rather than domestic litigation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

“A global economy establishes an integrated market for all 
goods or services which are produced across the world.”1 Many firms 
thus enter foreign markets to increase sales and profits because they see 
enormous growth potential in international markets.2 Worldwide 
branding has become an increasingly important marketing tool as 
companies seek to provide their goods and services to a public that is less 
restricted by international borders.3 As the Internet becomes a common 
form of global communications4, trademarks have an important role in 

                                                      
 1  Define Global Economy, ECONOMY WATCH (June 30, 2010), available at 

http://www.economywatch.com/world_economy/world-economic-indicators/global-
economy/define-global-economy.html. 

 2  KATE GILLESPIE & H. DAVID HENNESSEY, GLOBAL MARKETING 5 (3d ed. 2010) 
 3  Stephanie Chong, Protection of Famous Trademarks Against Use For Unrelated Goods and 

Services: A Comparative Analysis of The Law In the United States, The United Kingdom, and 
Canada and Recommendations For Canadian Law Reform, 95 TRADEMARK REP. 642, 642 
(2005).  

 4  Thomas L. McPhail, Global Communication: Theories, Stakeholders, and Trends, 124 (3d ed. 
2010) 
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global business.5 Basically, a trademark is a distinctive sign used to 
differentiate between identical or similar goods and services offered by 
different producers or services providers.6 A trademark is also a valuable 
asset, part of the “goodwill” of the business.7 

Since trademarks attach to virtually every good and service 
traded, the globalization of trade leads to the globalization of 
trademarks.8 Many firms have therefore developed their global brands in 
global markets.9 However, there has been an increase in international 
trademark infringement or trademark counterfeiting behind the growth of 
the global markets.10 Foreign infringers seek the opportunity to profit 
from the goodwill of other major marks, while trademark owners have 
tried to protect their marks on the international level.11 

As a result of this trademark squatting has emerged in the past 
decade. Similar to brand piracy, trademark squatting is based on a 
circumstance in which identical trademarks are registered in different 
countries by different people. Many firms seeking to do business in other 
countries have found that their trademarks have already been registered 
by local businesses or squatters who will release the marks only if they 
receive a payment from the real owners.12 Companies may have to buy 
their own brand rights from a squatter in another country because the 
squatter first register the mark in his country.13 This problem has been 
increasing in many countries around the world and is disrupting the 
growth of global business. Even major brand owners are at risk from 
                                                      
 5  Les R. Dlabay, Jim Scott & James C. Scott, International Business, 191 (2010)   
 6  Trademarks Gateway, WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION, 

http://www.wipo.int/trademarks/en/ (last visited Oct. 26, 2012). 
 7  RUSSELL L. PARR & GORDON V. SMITH, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: VALUATION, 

EXPLOITATION, AND INFRINGEMENT DAMAGES 37 (2005). 
 8  Thies Bosling, Securing Trademark Protection in Global Economy-The United States’ 

Accession to The Madrid Protocol, 12 U. BALT. INTELL. PROP. L.J. 137, 138 (2004). 
 9  ADRIAN DAVIES, THE GLOBALIZATION OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE: THE CHALLENGE OF 

CLASHING CULTURES 79 (2011). 
 10  Miriam Bitton, Rethinking The Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement’s Criminal Copyright 

Enforcement Measures, 102 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 67, 68 (2012) (“Counterfeiting today is 
a $600 billion industry worldwide and accounts for 5%-7% of global trade. It is estimated that in 
the United States alone, counterfeiting accounts for over $200 billion annually. In the last two 
decades, counterfeiting has increased by more than 10,000%.”). 

 11  Bosling, supra note 7, at 137; Scott A. McKenzie, Comment, Global Protection of Trademark 
Intellectual Property Rights: A Comparison of Infringement and Remedies Available in China 
Versus the European Union, 34 GONZ. L. REV. 529, 530–531 (suggesting that business entities 
and individuals have a legitimate interest in protecting their trademark abroad.). 

 12  Steven Seidenberg, Trademark Squatting on the Rise in U.S., INSIDE COUNSEL (May 1, 2010) 
http://www.insidecounsel.com/2010/05/01/trademark-squatting-on-the-rise-in-us?page=2. 

 13  WILLIAM M. PRIDE & O.C. FERRELL, MARKETING 407 (2012). 
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trademark squatting.14 Russia and China are two prime example of 
countries in which trademark squatting has taken place.15 

In 1997, the Starbucks Corporation, from Seattle, Washington, 
registered its trademark “Starbucks” in Russia.16 The mark was not used 
in Russia in association with the operation of coffee shops, but somehow 
Starbucks brand coffee was being sold in a small café in Moscow.17 In 
2002, Sergey Zuikov, a lawyer and trademark squatter in Russia, filed to 
cancel the chain’s trademark because it had not been used in commerce, 
and he then registered it in the name of a Moscow company that he 
represented, Starbucks LLC.18 After Starbucks LLC obtained a 
registration for the trademark Starbucks in Russia, the company began to 
offer Starbucks franchises and announced plans to set up a chain of 
Starbucks coffee shops throughout Russia.19 It also approached the 
Starbucks Corporation with an offer to sell the registered trademark 
rights for approximately $600,000.20 Starbucks Corporation refused to 
pay the squatter, but brought an action to cancel the Starbucks trademark 
registration.21 The Federal Service for Intellectual Property or Rospatent 
which controls and supervises the legal protection and exploitation of 
intellectual property rights in Russia ruled in favor of the Starbucks 
Corporation and the “pirated” registration was cancelled.22 Zuikov 

                                                      
 14  Seidenberg, supra note 11.  
 15  NATIONTAL  TRADE ESTIMATE REP. ON FOREIGN TRADE BARRIERS 315 (25th ed. 2011) (U.S. 

firms complained about “trademark squatting” by Russian enterprises attempting to appropriate 
well-known trademarks not active or registered in Russia. Right holders have countered 
“trademark squatting” scheme though the Russian court system or the Russian Federal Service 
for Intellectual Property, Patents, and Trademark (Rospatent); U.S. INT’L TRADE COMM’N, 
USITC NO. 4226, CHINA: EFFECTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INFRINGEMENT AND 
INDIGENOUS INNOVATION POLICIES ON THE U.S. ECONOMY, box 3.4 at 3-33 (May 2011) 
(showing industry comments and concerns about trademark infringement in China, including 
Trademark Squatting.). 

 16  Susan J. Keri, Starbucks Trademark Victory in Russia, INTA BULL. (Int’l Trademark Ass’n., 
New York, N.Y.), Mar. 15, 2006, at 5, available at 
http://www.inta.org/INTABulletin/Documents/INTABulletinVol61No06.pdf.  

 17  Id.  
 18  Id.  
 19  Id.  
 20  Id.  
 21  Id.  
 22  Id. (cancelling registration on the grounds that: “(1) it was likely to cause confusion as to the 

manufacturer of the goods, contrary to Article 6(2)(1) of the Russian Trademark Law No. 3520-1 
(Trademark Law); (2) it was confusingly similar to the primary component of the Starbucks 
corporate name, the rights to which had arisen prior to the “pirated” mark’s registration date, 
contrary to Trademark Law Article 7(2)(1); and (3) it reproduced the STARBUCKS logo, in 
violation of Starbucks Corporation’s copyright.”)  
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appealed and obtained an injunction preventing the cancellation of the 
registration pending the appeal’s outcome.23 However, the Arbitration 
Court, which deals with intellectual property disputes more effectively 
than Russian courts,24 upheld the Rospatent decision, and the pirated 
Starbucks registration was cancelled.25 Eventually, the Starbucks 
Corporation obtained registrations for its Starbucks trademarks in Russia 
and provided the Russian market with its coffee houses and branded 
coffee products.26 

Similarly, Apple Inc. owns a trademark on the term “iPad,”27 but 
was unable to use it in China. The Chinese company Proview 
Technology (“Proview China”) had used the iPad trademark in 1988 and 
first registered it in China in 2001, years before Apple Inc. introduced its 
iPad.28 Apple Inc. entered into an agreement to purchase the iPad 
trademark in a number of countries, including China, from a Taiwanese 
company, Proview Electronics Co. Ltd (“Proview Taiwan”).29 However, 
Proview China argued that it was the real owner of the iPad trademark in 
China and that its subsidiary, Proview Taiwan,  had sold the iPad 
trademark to Apple Inc. in a global trademark agreement that excluded 
China.30 Apple Inc. and Proview China battled in both Chinese and U.S. 
Courts. Proview China claimed that it owned the iPad trademark and had 
the authority to prohibit retail sales of Apple’s iPad in China.31 Apple 
Inc., on the other hand, claimed that it had actually wanted to contract 
with the correct party, Proview China, but Proview China had insisted on 
selling the trademark through its Proview Taiwan affiliate to avoid 
having to pay its creditors.32 Apple Inc. offered to pay Proview China 
$16 million for the rights to the iPad name in China, but Proview China 

                                                      
 23  Id.  
 24  The Russian judicial system is notorious for exhausting litigation.  Intellectual property disputes 

have been settled in Russian arbitration courts.  Russian arbitration courts are standing 
institutions governed by the rules of arbitration procedure set forth in the Code of Arbitration 
Procedure of the Russian Federation.   

 25  Id.  
 26  Id.  
 27  Apple Trademark List, APPLE INC., http://www.apple.com/legal/trademark/appletmlist.html (last 

visited Oct. 26, 2012). 
 28  Daniel Fisher, Apple’s Trademark Problem In China Is Self-Inflicted, FORBES, 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/danielfisher/2012/04/06/apples-trademark-problem-in-china-is-self-
inflicted/ (last visited Oct. 26, 2012). 

 29  Id.  
 30  Id.  
 31  Id.  
 32  Id.  
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was reportedly looking for $400 million.33 Finally, Apple agreed to pay 
$60 million for the ownership of the iPad trademark in China.34 Apple 
Inc. could then start selling the new iPad in China after settling the 
dispute over the ownership of the tablet computer’s name.35 

Although this second example was not a true trademark 
squatting case, the spotlight is currently on China’s trademark regime 
and other international brands. There is a lot of trademark hijacking or 
squatting in China.36 

Another true example of trademark squatting is Pfizer’s 
trademark on “Viagra” in China.37 Pfizer, as a brand owner, cannot use 
the Chinese transliteration “Weige” as a trademark in the country.38 
Pfizer does not own the “Weige” trademark, which Viagra is best known 
by in China and in the entire Chinese-speaking world.39 A Chinese 
company, the Guangzhou Viamen Pharmaceutical Company, had first 
registered the “Weige” trademark in China.40 The battle over the “Weige” 
trademark in China meant that the market for Viagra in China has been 
almost entirely lost to counterfeiters and pirates.41 In addition to Viagra, 
Michael Jordan and Britney Spears have both been involved in disputes 
regarding the use of their names in China.42 Trademark piracy or 
squatting in China is rampant and continues to cost foreign trademark 
                                                      
 33  See Lance Whitney, Apple, Proview Battling Over Price to Settle iPad Trademark Fight, CNET 

NEWS (May 10, 2012, 7:08 AM), http://news.cnet.com/8301-13579_3-57431629-37/apple-
proview-battling-over-price-to-settle-ipad-trademark-fight/. 

 34  Loretta Chao et al., Apple Pays Small Price in China Case, WALL ST. J. (July 2, 2012, 2:58 PM) 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304211804577501681233676036.html. 

 35  Associated Press, Apple Will Start Selling IPAD in China July 20, NBC NEWS (July 10, 2012, 
11:12 AM), http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/48135650/ns/business-world_business/t/apple-will-
start-selling-ipad-china-july/. 

 36  Debra Mao, Tougher China Laws Might Have Hurt Apple in IPad Dispute, BLOOMBERG (Mar. 
25, 2012, 7:49 PM), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-03-26/tougher-china-laws-might-
have-hurt-apple-in-ipad-dispute.html. 

 37  Daniel Chow, Lessons From Pfizer’s Disputes Over its Viagra Trademark in China, 27 MD. J. 
INT’L L. 82, 83 (2012) (“Pfizer is a U.S. company with trademarks and patent for the drug, 
Viagra. Pfizer wanted to expand its products into China. The Chinese media and Chinese 
consumers-not Pfizer-gave Viagra a Chinese name (Weige), which was a transliteration of the 
English word. However, Pfizer cannot own the best-known mark for Viagra in China, Weige or 
“Great Older Brother.” A Chinese company, Guangzhou Viamen Pharmaceutical Company, first 
registered “Weige”, so the company owns the “Weige” trademark. Pfizer owns Wai Aike, a 
transliteration of Viagra that has no meaning in Chinese and lacks the cachet, wit, and the appeal 
of Weige.”) 

 38  Id. 
 39  Id.  
 40  Id. at 83.  
 41  Id. at 99. 
 42  Mao, supra note 35.  
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owners billions of dollars in lost sales and jobs.43 Many brand owners, 
especially in the United States, have attempted to confront this problem, 
but have found no effective measure to stop it. 

This article describes the aspects of trademark squatting and 
attempts to figure out how to protect original trademarks from trademark 
squatting. This article does not address how trademark laws in any 
particular country can prevent or deal with trademark squatting, but 
instead provides substantial arguments about how to protect the original 
marks from trademark squatting. Part I discusses what trademark 
squatting is and how the principle of territoriality results in trademark 
squatting. It also addresses whether trademark squatting is considered 
trademark infringement and whether real trademark owners, especially in 
the United States, can bring trademark squatting cases in their domestic 
court, based on the theory of extraterritorial jurisdiction. Part II discusses 
how to protect original trademarks from trademark squatting through 
registration. Particularly, it will focus on how international trademark 
registration and convention priority protect real trademark owners from 
trademark squatting. Part III addresses how owners can regain trademark 
rights from trademark squatters through cancellation or opposition 
proceedings. It will examine how a mark registered by squatters can be 
revoked or declared invalid. This part will also discuss possible grounds 
for cancellation or opposition in trademark squatting, including well-
known mark, bad faith, and non-use grounds. Finally, Part IV addresses 
how World Intellectual Property Organization (“WIPO”) arbitration 
should be used to resolve trademark squatting disputes rather than 
domestic litigation. 

I. TRADEMARK SQUATTING 

A. AN APPEARANCE OF TRADEMARK SQUATTING 

The WIPO defines trademark piracy (or trademark squatting) as 
“the registration or use of a generally well-known foreign trademark that 
is not registered in the country or is invalid as a result of non-use.”44 As 
Professor Doris Long has stated, a trademark squatter is a person who 
seeks to register third-party marks domestically before their legitimate 
                                                      
 43  Dalila Hoover, Coercion Will Not Protect Trademark Owners in China, But An Understanding 

of China’s Culture Will: A Lesson The United States Has to Learn, 15 MARQ. INTELL. PROP. L. 
REV. 325, 327 (2011). 

 44  WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG., WIPO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY HANDBOOK, 90 (2008). 
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rights holders have an opportunity to secure their rights.45 A trademark 
squatter steals another’s mark and registers it as a trademark in his 
countries knowing that it belongs to someone else.46 After registering 
another’s trademark in his country, 

a squatter can: (1) sell the trademark back to the real owner; (2) 
distribute products labeling the trademark to consumers who believe 
the products are real; (3) exclude the real owner from the market by 
establishing a claim of a trademark infringement; or (4) use the 
trademark to market products which are different from those sold by 
the real owner.47 

The real trademark owners will not be able to use their brands or 
marks in their products or services in that country. They may also lose 
control and ownership of the marks.48 However, the real trademark 
owners may regain control of their marks by bringing legal action against 
the squatter or paying money to the squatter.49 Either method is likely to 
be expensive.50 Moreover, trademark squatting is not merely limited to 
well-known brand owners. Small- and medium-sized businesses that are 
growing and expanding into the foreign markets can also be targets.51 
Trademark squatters may look at small- and medium-sized businesses’ 
trademarks and hijack the trademarks’ value in order to resell them in the 
future. Trademark squatters can gain information about the growing 
small- and medium-sized businesses from the Internet or see the products 
or services in other countries. 

                                                      
 45  Doris Estelle Long, Is Fame All There Is? Beating Global Monopolists at Their Own Marketing 

Game, 40 GEO. WASH. INT’L L. REV. 123, 140 n. 44 (2008). 
 46  Id.  
 47  Samantha D. Slotkin, Trademark Piracy in Latin America: A Case Study on Reebok 

International Ltd., 18 LOY. L.A. INT’L & COMP. L. REV. 671, 671 (1996). 
 48  Chow, supra note 36, at 88.  
 49  Slotkin, supra note 46, at 673. 
 50  Id.  
 51  Small Business, OFF. U.S. TRADE REP., http://www.ustr.gov/trade-topics/small-business/ (last 

visited Oct. 27, 2012) (according to the Office of the United States Trade Representative 
(USTR), “Small businesses are the backbone of the U.S. economy, and the primary source of 
jobs for Americans. Small-and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) also account for the largest 
group of U.S. exporters and are a major user of imported goods. In October 2009, USTR 
launched a new trade policy initiative to enable SMEs to grow their businesses and generate jobs 
through international trade. An agency-wide working group is ensuring that policymaking and 
enforcement better serve small-and medium-sized enterprises. USTR has also requested an 
investigation by the International Trade Commission on the role of small-and medium-sized 
exporters, to inform trade policy efforts.”). 
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B. THE PRINCIPLE OF TERRITORIALITY AND TRADEMARK SQUATTING 

Every trademark system relies on the principle of territoriality.52 
The principle of territoriality was recognized in the Paris Convention.53 
Article 6(3) of the Paris Convention states “a mark duly registered in a 
country of the Union shall be regarded as independent of marks 
registered in the other countries of the Union, including the country of 
origin.”54 This means that a mark can only be enforced within the country 
in which it is registered.55 For example, foreign registration of a mark 
cannot create trademark rights in the United States.56 The owner of a 
foreign mark has no rights to use that mark in the United States or to 
prevent others from using it absent use or registration in the United 
States.57 If foreign firms want to use their particular marks in their goods 
or services in the United States, they would have to obtain trademark 
rights under the United States trademark law. This is because a registered 
trademark receives protection of the mark within the territorial 
boundary.58 

                                                      
 52  3 RUDOLF CALLMANN, CALLMAN ON UNFAIR COMPETITION, TRADEMARKS AND MONOPOLIES § 

76:4, at 1221 (1950). 
 53  5 J. THOMAS MCCARTHY, MCCARTHY ON TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION § 29:25, at 

29–92 (4th ed. 2010). 
 54  Paris Convention for the Protection of Intellectual Property, art. 6, Mar. 20, 1883, 21. U.S.T. 

1583 (revised July 14, 1967), (“Marks: Conditions of Registration; Independence of Protection 
of Same Mark in Different Countries 

(1) The conditions for the filing and registration of trademarks shall be determined in each country 
of the Union by its domestic legislation. 

(2) However, an application for the registration of a mark filed by a national of a country of the 
Union in any country of the Union may not be refused, nor may a registration be invalidated, on 
the ground that filing, registration, or renewal, has not been affected in the country of origin. 

(3) A mark duly registered in a country of the Union shall be regarded as independent of marks 
registered in the other countries of the Union including the country of origin.”) 

 55  MCCARTHY supra note 52, at 29:7; Mindy Pava, Comment, The Cuban Conundrum: Proposing 
an International Trademark Registry for Well-Known Foreign Marks, 23 EMORY INT’L L. REV. 
631, 634 (2011). 

 56  La Societe Anonyme des Parfums le Galion v. Jean Patou, Inc., 495 F. 2d 1265, 1270 n.4 (2d 
Cir. 1975).  

 57  Donald J. Prutzman, Non-U.S. Trademark Owners Should Consider Protecting Trademarks in 
the U.S. Even if There is No Current U.S. Use, INTELL. PROP. & TECH. L. J. Nov. 2007, at 1. 

 58  Timothy H. Hiebert, Foundations of the Law of Parallel Importation: Duality and Universality 
in Nineteenth Century Trademark Law, 80 TRADEMARK REP. 483, 511–12 (1990); Joshua 
Clowers, On International Trademark and The Internet: The Lanham Act’s Long Arms, 13 RICH. 
J.L. & TECH. 1, 7 (2006). 
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The principle of territoriality also includes statutory schemes or 
trademark law applying to trademark rights.59 Countries can establish 
their own trademark rules regarding the scope of rights, applicable legal 
norms, conditions, and the acquisition and enforcement of rights.60 
Trademark law in one country also governs trademark rights in its own 
jurisdiction. More importantly, one nation’s trademark law does not 
extend to other nations’ borders.61 For instance, the United States courts 
will not be able to maintain jurisdiction over actions that seek to enforce 
those trademark rights that only exist under foreign trademark law.62 

The principle of territoriality, however, results in trademark 
squatting. Since the substantive rights of a real trademark owner only 
exist in his or her own country,63 the ownership of a mark in one country 
does not automatically confer upon the owner of the exclusive right to 
use that mark in another country.64 The same marks can be owned and 
registered by different people in different countries.65 Consumer 
recognition may also differ from country to country. Squatters can use 
this loophole to gain the trademark rights and protection through the 
registrations in their countries. The trademark rights and protection that 
squatters gain are separate from those of the real owners and only exist in 
the squatters’ jurisdiction. 

C. ACQUISITION OF TRADEMARK OWNERSHIP: FIRST-TO-USE & FIRST-
TO-FILE 

The first-to-use and the first-to-file are the basic systems for 
obtaining trademark rights.66 However, the two different systems create 
different legal procedures for obtaining trademark rights and protection. 
One system also results in trademark squatting, whereas the other may 
                                                      
 59  See generally Graeme B. Dinwoodie, Trademarks and Territory: Detaching Trademark Law 

From the Nation-State, 41 HOUS. L. REV. 885, 892-893 (2004). 
 60  Id. at 893. 
 61  Thomas J. Hoffman, International Trademark Practice, in P.L.I. PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, 

TRADEMARKS & LITERARY PROP. COURSE HANDBOOK SERIES NO. 41 247, 252 (1995). 
 62  See E. Remy Martin & Co. v. Shaw-Ross Int’l Imports, Inc., 756 F.2d 1525, 1531 (11th Cir. 

1985). 
 63  Jeffrey M. Reichard & Sam Sneed, The Famous Marks Doctrine: A Call for American Courts to 

Grant Trademark Rights to Famous Foreign Marks, 9 WAKE FOREST INTELL. PROP. L.J. 85, 86 
(2009). 

 64  Id.  
 65  See MCCARTHY supra note 54, at 29:25 (suggesting territoriality principle means that it is 

possible that the same mark identifies two different sources in two different nations.). 
 66  ALEXANDER TSOUTSANIS, TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS IN BAD FAITH, 13 (2010). 
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not create it. In a first-to-use system, an exclusive right to the trademark 
is basically obtained by the first user.67 Trademark squatting may not take 
place in this system even though the first use of the trademark establishes 
ownership or determines who initially owns the trademark rights. More 
importantly, using a mark to obtain trademark rights is very difficult for 
trademark squatters. First, squatters may not really want to use the marks 
in goods or services. They may have to provide accurate and reliable 
information about themselves to consumers.68 Second, trademark uses 
cost a lot of money. For instance, squatters may have to determine 
whether their proposed marks have been used in the marketplace by 
conducting researches or having a professional trademark research firm 
conduct a thorough search for them.69 

Moreover, trademark rights are meant to be used in commerce 
and trade in a specific way. Trademark uses may increase fair and 
efficient market place competition. The use requirement responds to the 
purpose of trademark rights and indicates the intention of users to use 
and own the trademark. The use requirement also prevents trademark 
registers from blocking unused marks, which precludes the valid 
registration of identical or similar marks.70 Thus, the use requirement can 
stop squatters from obtaining or stealing other companies’ marks or 
brands. Additionally, trademark squatting may not be able to occur in 
common law countries. Common law countries, such as Canada and the 
United States, rely on the fist-to-use system and particularly confirm that 
trademark rights can be acquired through use in their jurisdiction.71 For 
instance, in the United States, the Lanham Act requires “use” of a mark 
“in commerce” in order to acquire the trademark rights.72 A trademark 

                                                      
 67  Id. at 14  
 68  Paul L. Bonewitz, Note, Beyond Confusion: Reexamining Trademark Law’s Goals in the World 

of Online Advertising, 81 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 899 (2007). 
 69 INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N., Trademark Registration, 

http://www.inta.org/TrademarkBasics/FactSheets/Pages/TrademarkRegistrationFactSheet.aspx 
(last visited Oct. 27, 2012). 

 70  G.H.C. Bodenhausen, Guide to the Application of the Paris Convention for the Protection of 
Industrial Property, 75 (1991). 

 71  INT’L TRADEMARK ASSOC, Trademark Basics: A Guide for Businesses, 
http://www.inta.org/Media/Documents/2012_TMBasicsBusiness.pdf (last visited Oct. 27, 2012). 

 72  Margreth Barrett, Internet Trademark Suits and the Demise of “Trademark Use”, 39 U.C. 
DAVIS L. REV. 371, 383 (2006); 15 U.S.C § 1127. 

The term “use in commerce” means the bona fide use of a mark in the ordinary course of trade, and 
not made merely to reserve a right in a mark. For purposes of this chapter, a mark shall be 
deemed to be in use in commerce— 

(1) on goods when—  
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owner must register the mark in the United States Patent and Trademark 
Office (“PTO”) with a verified statement proving that the mark is in use 
in commerce.73 The first use of a mark in a squatter’ country is also not 
considered the priority of use under the first-to-use system. This is 
because the priority of trademark rights depends on priority of use in the 
country, and not anywhere else in the world.74 Accordingly, trademark 
squatters may not obtain trademark rights through the use requirement in 
the common law countries. 

By contrast, trademark squatting often occurs in a first-to-file 
system or in civil law countries.75 In the first-to-file system, an exclusive 
right is created by applying trademark registrations.76 This means that 
only trademark registration provides legal certainty on exclusive rights to 
the use of the trademark.77 The first party who registers the trademark or 
completes the registration process acquires the right to use it.78 The 
system determines the entitlement to a certain trademark simply by 
relying on the date of application or date of priority.79 An application to 
register a trademark can be made to the national trademark office in the 

                                                      
(A) it is placed in any manner on the goods or their containers or the displays associated therewith or 

on the tags or labels affixed thereto, or if the nature of the goods makes such placement 
impracticable, then on documents associated with 

the goods or their sale, and (B) the goods are sold or transported in commerce, and 
(2) on services when it is used or displayed in the sale or advertising of services and the services are 

rendered in commerce, or the services are rendered in more than one State or in the United States 
and a foreign country and the person rendering the services is engaged in commerce in 
connection with the services.   

 73  Peter C. Christensen & Teresa C. Tucker, The “Use In Commerce” Requirement for Trademark 
Registration after Larry Harmon Pictures, 32 IDEA 327 (1992); 15 U.S.C.S. § 1051(d). 

 74  Alexis Weissberger, Note, Is Fame Alone Sufficient To Create Priority Rights: An International 
Perspective On The Viability of the Famous/Well-Known Marks Doctrine, 24 CARDOZO ARTS & 
ENT. L. J. 739, 747 (2006). 

 75  Slotkin, supra note 46, at 672–73 (showing generally, trademark piracy occurs more often in 
civil law countries than in common law countries like the United States.); U.S. International 
Trade Commission, supra note 14 (China has a first-to-register system that requires no evidence 
of prior use of ownership, leaving registration of popular foreign marks open to third parties.).; 
Kenneth L. Port, The Congressional Expansion of American Trademark Law: A Civil Law 
System in the Making, 35 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 827, 832–33 (2000) (explaining that civil law 
countries recognize the trademark rights based on the registration of the mark, rather than actual 
use in commerce.). 

 76  TSOUTSANIS, supra note 67, at 16. 
 77  WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG., Trademarks in General, 

http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/faq/trademarks.html (last visited Oct. 27, 2012). 
 78  Jill S. Riola, Worldwide Trademark Law Changes Create New Opportunities for International 

Protection, 5 J. PROPRIETARY RTS. 10 (1995). 
 79  TSOUTSANIS, supra note 67, at 17. 
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country where the applicant wishes to protect the mark.80 The process in 
a first-to-file system is also much easier and less costly than that in a 
first-to-use system.81 Any individual, organization, or business entity 
proposing to use a trademark to identify its goods or services may be 
entitled to register its marks. As a result, squatters do not have to invest 
or bring a trademark into “use.”82 Squatters merely submit an application 
to a trademark office and propose to use a mark after they find a major 
brand name or an interesting mark. The trademark rights sought by 
squatters exist once the trademark office considers that the application 
meets all the requirements for registration and it is consequently allowed 
to proceed to publication and entry in the register.83 A trademark 
registration can also remain valid forever, provided that the registration 
is periodically renewed.84 

D. TRADEMARK SQUATTING AS TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT 

Trademark owners have the legal rights to exclusive use of the 
mark in relation to the goods or services for which it is registered.85 
Trademark owners can prevent unauthorized use of the trademark from 
other parties.86 Trademark infringement is considered the violation of 
exclusive rights attached to a trademark without the authorization of the 
trademark owner.87 The touchstone of trademark infringement is the 
likelihood of confusion.88 The cornerstone of trademark infringement is 
the likelihood of harm to reputation and goodwill, both of which have 
economic consequences to the trademark owner who faces potential 
infringement of the mark.89 Accordingly, trademark infringement exists 

                                                      
 80  Trademark Basics: A Guide for Businesses, supra note 70.  
 81  Id.  
 82  Slotkin, supra note 46, at 673 (explaining “use” without registration provides no protection to 

users). 
 83  TSOUTSANIS, supra note 67, at 17. 
 84  Trademark Basics: A Guide for Businesses, supra note 70. 
 85  MARK J. THRONSON & JON D. GROSSMAN., INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LEGAL OPINIONS 8–13 

(2006). 
 86  Id.  
 87  INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N., Introduction to Trademarks: Learn the Language, 

http://www.inta.org/TrademarkBasics/FactSheets/Pages/LearntheLanguageFactSheet.aspx (last 
visited Oct. 27, 2012). 

 88  Danielle Conway-Jones, Remedying Trademark Infringement: The Role of Bad Faith in 
Awarding An Accounting of Defendant’s Profits, 42 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 863, 872 (2002). 

 89  Id.  
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only if one adopts a trade name or a trademark90 or the use of a trademark 
results in consumer confusion as to the source, affiliation, sponsorship, 
or approval of goods or services.91 

The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights (“TRIPS”) establishes an approach to the determination 
of trademark infringement.92 Article 16 of the TRIPS Agreement sets up 
the fundamental right conferred to trademark owners: 

The owner of a registered trademark shall have the exclusive right to 
prevent all third parties not having the owner’s consent from using in 
the course of trade identical or similar signs for goods or services 
which are identical or similar to those in respect of which the 
trademark is registered where such use would result in a likelihood of 
confusion.93 

This should mean that any unauthorized use of this exclusive 
right in connection with goods or services by a third party will constitute 
trademark infringement. However, the question arises whether trademark 
squatting is considered a type of trademark infringement. 

Generally, trademark infringement can take place in several 
forms.94 Trademark infringement is not merely limited to the exact 
reproduction or counterfeiting of the trademarks of others; the damage 
caused by other types of infringement may be measured in terms of the 
confusion of consumers and also in terms of the weakening of consumer 

                                                      
 90  Id.  
 91  DANA SHILLING, ESSENTIALS OF TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION 200 (2002). 
 92  JEREMY PHILLIPS, TRADEMARK LAW: A PRACTICAL ANATOMY 194 (2003).  
 93  Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights art. 16, 1 Jan. 1995. 

W.T.O. Annex 1C. (1) The owner of a registered trademark shall have the exclusive right to 
prevent all third parties not having the owner’s consent from using in the course of trade 
identical or similar signs for goods or services which are identical or similar to those in respect 
of which the trademark is registered where such use would result in a likelihood of confusion. In 
case of the use of an identical sign for identical goods or services, a likelihood of confusion shall 
be presumed. The rights described above shall not prejudice any existing prior rights, nor shall 
they affect the possibility of Members making rights available on the basis of use. 

(2) Article 6bis of the Paris Convention (1967) shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to services. In 
determining whether a trademark is well-known, Members shall take account of the knowledge 
of the trademark in the relevant sector of the public, including knowledge in the Member 
concerned which has been obtained as a result of the promotion of the trademark. 

(3) Article 6bis of the Paris Convention (1967) shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to goods or services 
which are not similar to those in respect of which a trademark is registered, provided that use of 
that trademark in relation to those goods or services would indicate a connection between those 
goods or services and the owner of the registered trademark and provided that the interests of the 
owner of the registered trademark are likely to be damaged by such use. 

 94  PHILLIPS, supra note 91, at 193. 
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confidence in a brand.95 In other words, trademark infringement does not 
only depend on the use of identical words, nor whether trademarks are so 
similar that a person looking at one would be deceived into the belief that 
it was the other.96 Trademark infringement is broadly examined through 
the several ways that infringers attempt to gain a benefit from trademark 
owners and mitigate any potential likelihood of confusion.97 One type of 
trademark infringement occurs when infringers register other people’s 
trademarks.98 An act of making an application to register other people’s 
trademarks will violate the exclusive rights of the original holder and 
will constitute trademark infringement, presumably on the basis that it is 
an act done in the course of trade.99 In addition, bad faith is an essential 
element in determining whether registering another person’s mark is 
trademark infringement. Filing the trademark application or registration 
in bad faith is also a common ground for trademark infringement.100 In 
many countries, the trademark protection and rights may not be granted 
if the registration is filed in bad faith.101 

Registering other people’s marks in other countries may not be 
considered trademark infringement simply because the acquisition of 
trademark ownership has been territorial. Real trademark owners cannot 
extend their trademark rights and protection to other countries in which 
they do not register their marks.102 However, as stated above, trademark 
squatting may be considered trademark infringement if real trademark 
owners can prove that a mark is registered in bad faith. Real trademark 
owners may have to establish a connection or minimum contact with the 
countries in which squatters register their marks.103 After establishing a 
                                                      
 95  Id.  
 96  Conway-Jones, supra note 87, at 872.  
 97  PHILLIPS, supra note 91, at 193. 
 98  Id. at 202.  
 99  Id.  
 100  TSOUTSANIS, supra note 67, at 17.  
 101  1997 évi XI. (Hungarian Act XI  at. 3(1) on the Protection of Trademarks and Geographical 

Indicators). 
A sign may not be granted trademark protection if: 
(a) it is contrary to public policy or to accepted principles of morality; 
(b) it is liable to deceive consumers as to nature, quality, geographical origin or other characteristics 

of the goods or services; 
(c) its registration was applied for in bad faith. 
 102  Id. at 746 (showing a trademark is registered in each country and owner can obtain foreign 

trademark protection on a national-by-national basis.). 
 103  Legal Information Institute, Minimum Contacts, 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/minimum_contacts (last visited Oct. 27, 2012) (A nonresident 
party’s connections with the forum state (i.e., the state where the lawsuit is brought) that are 
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connection or a minimum contact, real trademark owners must still rely 
on trademark laws in those countries,104 which will determine trademark 
infringement.105 

E. EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION IN TRADEMARK SQUATTING 

Jurisdiction refers to the authority or power of a state’s courts to 
adjudicate cases.106 A court may not enter a binding judgment in 
resolution of a matter unless it has jurisdiction to adjudicate the 
dispute.107 Since the principle of territoriality limits and controls the 
exercise of judicial jurisdiction,108 a court can only exercise jurisdiction 
in trademark cases when at least part of the infringement occurs within 
its country.109 Trademark infringement outside the country may not be 
addressed in the jurisdiction.110 Nevertheless, jurisdiction can be 
exercised outside its territory in some circumstances,111 which is called 
“extraterritorial jurisdiction.”112 A court may adjudicate a trademark 
matter involving foreign conduct, where some or all of the conduct 
occurred abroad.113 The United States courts have also recognized that, in 

                                                      
sufficient for jurisdiction over that defendant to be proper. A legal requirement that for a lawsuit 
to go forward against a nonresident party of a state, the party must have some connections with 
that state. For example, advertising or having business offices within a state may provide 
minimum contacts between a company and the state, even if the company is based elsewhere.). 

 104  Graeme W. Austin, The Territoriality of United States Trademark Law 4 (Arizona Legal 
Studies, Working Paper, Paper No. 06-20, 2006), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=896620 
(last visited Oct. 27, 2012)  

(explaining the principle of territoriality implies that, in an infringement action involving allegations 
of trademark infringement in one or more foreign countries, the proprietor of trademarks will 
likely need to invoke the laws of any or all of individual countries in which trademark rights 
have been established.). 

 105  Weissberger, supra note 73, at 747. 
 106  A. Benjamin Spencer, Jurisdiction to Adjudicate: A Revised Analysis, 73 U. CHI. L. REV. 617 

(2006) (showing jurisdiction in the legislature refers to the ability of the state to make and apply 
laws to subject matter. Jurisdiction in the executive refers to the state’s ability to give effects to 
its laws.). 

 107  Id.  
 108  Hank M. Goldberg, A General Theory of Jurisdiction in Trademark Cases, 8 LOY. L.A. INT’L & 

COMP. L. REV. 611, 615 (1986). 
 109  Id. at 616. 
 110  Yelena Simonyuk, The Extraterritorial Reach of Trademarks on the Internet, 1 DUKE L. & 

TECH. REV. 1, 5 (2002)  
 111  Andrea Bianchi, Comment, in EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION IN THEORY AND PRACTICE 76 

(Karl M. Meessen ed., 1996). 
 112  Id.  
 113  Hank M. Goldberg, A General Theory of Jurisdiction in Trademark Cases, 8 LOY. L.A. INT’L & 

COMP. L. REV. 611, 612 (1986). 
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some limited circumstances, the Lanham Act can apply to infringing 
activities in foreign territories.114 This means that the exterritorial 
jurisdiction or enforcement of the Lanham Act may apply to unlawful 
activities or trademark infringement outside the United States. 

Furthermore, plaintiffs or real trademark owners prefer to 
establish extraterritorial jurisdiction under the Lanham Act, rather than 
bringing a matter in a foreign judicial system.115 This is because plaintiffs 
are usually unfamiliar with languages, customs, culture, trademark laws, 
and legal procedures in foreign countries. They also believe that the 
Lanham Act is more protective than the laws of other countries,116 and 
the United States courts are more appealing due to favorable procedural 
rules and standards.117 The question then arises how much the Lanham 
Act can extraterritorially apply to trademark infringement which takes 
place outside the United States. What is the legal standard for 
determining whether a plaintiff has established subject-matter 
jurisdiction under the Lanham Act against a foreign defendant whose 
alleged unlawful activities were conducted wholly outside the United 
States? 

The language of the Lanham Act provides neither guidance as to 
the extent of trademark’s extraterritorial application nor indicates 
whether the Lanham Act was intended to have extraterritorial application 
at all.118 However, the Lanham Act’s broad jurisdictional grant rests in its 
stated intent “to regulate commerce within the control of Congress by 
making actionable the deceptive and misleading use of marks in such 
commerce.”119 The Act defines “commerce” as “all commerce which 
may lawfully be regulated by Congress” and holds liable “any person 
who shall. . .in commerce” infringe on the mark of another.120 Although 
there is nothing in the Constitution preventing Congress from passing 
laws that reach beyond the United States border, there exists a 
                                                      
 114  Austin, supra note 103, at 2. 
 115  Brendan J. Witherell, Note, Trademark Law-The Extraterritorial Application of the Lanham 

Act: The First Circuit Cuts The Fat From the Vanity Fair Test, 29 W. NEW ENG. L. REV. 193, 
204 (2006).  

 116  Curtis A. Bradley, Territorial Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Globalism, 37 VA. J. 
INT’L  L. 505, 506 (1997). 

 117  Witherell, supra note 114, at 204; GARY B. BORN, INTERNATIONAL CIVIL LITIGATION IN 
UNITED STATES COURTS 4 (1996). 

 118  Gary D. Feldon, Comment, The Antitrust Model of Extraterritorial Trademark Jurisdiction: 
Analysis And Predictions After F. Hoffmann-La Roche, 20 EMORY INT’L L. REV. 651, 656 
(2006). 

 119  Witherell, supra note 114, at 204; 15 U.S.C. § 1127. 
 120  Witherell, supra note 114, at 204. 
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presumption that U.S. laws are meant to only have territorial 
application.121 In Steele v. Bulova Watch Co., Inc., the Supreme Court 
interpreted the jurisdictional language of the Lanham Act for purposes of 
extraterritorial application.122 The issue of that case was whether a 
plaintiff could establish subject-matter jurisdiction under trademark 
infringement claim against a United States citizen for activities 
conducted outside the country.123 The Court found that the broad 
jurisdictional language of the Lanham Act overcame the presumption 
against extraterritoriality.124 Congress intended for the statute to apply to 
activities conducted outside the United States when both parties to the 
action were American citizens.125 Since the Lanham Act’s plain language 
reached “all commerce which may lawfully be regulated by Congress,” 
the Court found that the Act showed Congressional intent to confer a 
“broad jurisdictional grant” to the federal courts.126 The Court thereby 
held the Lanham Act could be applied extraterritorially.127 

Although the Steele case clarified that trademark owners can sue 
in the United States in some circumstances, the United States Courts of 
Appeals have interpreted the Steele case in different ways.128 This has led 
to inconsistency in the tests used by different circuits for when 
extraterritorial jurisdiction is appropriate under the Lanham Act.129 
However, the Courts of Appeals have subsequently interpreted Steele as 
granting subject-matter jurisdiction contingent upon three factors.130 The 
                                                      
 121  Id.; William S. Dodge, Understanding the Presumption Against Extraterritoriality, 16 

BERKELEY J. INT’L L. 85 (1998). 
 122  Steele v. Bulova Watch Co., 344 U.S. 280 (1952) (explaining the plaintiff, Bulova Watch Co., 

filed a trademark infringement claim under the Lanham Act for watches sold in Mexico City. 
The defendant, Sidney Steele, a United States citizen residing in Texas, purchased the necessary 
parts from Switzerland and imported them into Mexico, whereupon he assembled the watches, 
stamped them with the “Bulova” mark, and sold them without Bulova’s consent. Steele never 
imported the watches into the United States; yet the watches sold in Mexico inevitably crossed 
the border and landed in repair shops in towns located immediately across the United States 
border.). 

 123  Id. at 284–85.  
 124  Id. at 285. 
 125  Id.  
 126  Id. at 287. 
 127  Id.  
 128  Feldon, supra note 117, at 659 (explaining that Steele established that the Lanham Act had 

extraterritorial scope, but that was all that it established with any clarity. The number of factors 
supporting a finding that extraterritorial jurisdiction applied and the Court’s use of multiple 
theories of prescriptive jurisdiction make Steele’s holding ambiguous.). 

 129  Id.  
 130  Witherell, supra note 114, at 206; Vanity Fair Mills, Inc. v. T. Eaton Co., 234 F.2d 633, 642 (2d 

Cir. 1956); Wells Fargo & Co. v. Wells Fargo Express Co., 556 F.2d 406, 428 (9th Cir. 1977).  
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three factors are also the well-known test for subject-matter jurisdiction 
under the Lanham Act,131 which provides a key or framework for 
analyzing specific factual circumstances. First, the defendant’s conduct 
must have an effect on domestic commerce.132 Second, the defendant 
must be a citizen of the United States.133 Third, there must be no conflict 
with the trademark rights conferred by foreign law.134 Among the three 
factors, the Court of Appeals have differed on the proper weight and 
interpretation to give each factor when confronted with variations from 
the facts of Steele.135 For example, the Second Circuit requires the 
plaintiff to establish all three elements.136 Failure to establish one prong 
of the test may prove fatal to a plaintiff’s Lanham Act claim, while 
failure to establish two of the three prongs will certainly call for 
dismissal.137 On the other hand, the Ninth Circuit requires the plaintiff to 
balance the three factors against each other.138 The absence of one of the 
elements will not by itself prove fatal to a plaintiff’s claim.139 

Although trademark squatting is a type of trademark 
infringement which is conducted outside the United States, trademark 
owners may not be able to sue squatters within the country. This is 
because the act of trademark squatting may not fall into the three factors 
to establish extraterritorial jurisdiction. In the single-prong test, the 
courts usually determined some effect on domestic commerce by 
analyzing whether the selling or buying of goods or services took place 
in the United States, whether the processing of infringing goods occurred 
within the country, or whether interests and links with the United States 
commerce is sufficiently strong in relation to other countries. Since 
trademark squatting is an act of registering a trademark in a particular 
country to receive payment from the real trademark owner, then it may 
not have some effect on United States commerce. In the two-prong test, a 
trademark squatter is usually a citizen in another country, registering a 
trademark within its trademark system. If the squatter is not a United 
States citizen, the second factor is not applied to the circumstance. In the 
                                                      
 131  Calvin Klein Indus., Inc. v. BFK Hong Kong, Ltd., 714 F. Supp. 78, 80 (S.D.N.Y. 1989). 
 132  Vanity Fair Mills, 234 F.2d at 642. 
 133  Id.  
 134  Id.  
 135  Wells Fargo, 556 F.2d at 428; Vanity Fair Mills, 234 F.2d at 643; McBee v. Delica Co., 417 

F.3d 107, 121 (1st Cir. 2005).  
 136  Vanity Fair Mills, 234 F.2d at 643. 
 137  Id.  
 138  Wells Fargo, 556 F.2d at 428–29 
 139  Id.  
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three-prong test, courts have determined a conflict with foreign law by 
considering whether trademark rights are lawful under the trademark law 
of another country. If a defendant legally obtains a trademark in a foreign 
country, the courts will determine that there is a conflict with foreign 
law. With trademark squatting, a squatter usually obtains the trademark 
rights by filing an application to a trademark office in that country. Since 
the registration process is lawful under the trademark law of the foreign 
country, a squatter legally obtains the trademark rights, which establishes 
a conflict with foreign law. As a result, the plaintiff in the United States 
cannot apply the exterritorial jurisdiction of the Lanham Act to the 
trademark squatting cases. 

II. PROTECTING ORIGINAL MARKS FROM TRADEMARK SQUATTING 
THROUGH REGISTRATION 

Registration is the important key to trademark rights.140 It is 
mandatory to obtain or establish rights in a mark. Unlike common law 
countries, civil law countries require trademark owners to establish the 
trademark rights through registration.141 Trademark registration secures 
marks against counterfeiters, including newly branded products or 
services. More importantly, registration can be used to prevent original 
marks from trademark squatting. However, the legal effects and 
consequences of trademark registration are only limited to the country of 
registration. Real trademark owners should register their marks in any 
other countries in which they offer their products or services or file a 
trademark application in countries they will use the marks for their 
products or services in the future.142 

A. CONVENTION PRIORITY 

Although multi-country registration can prevent trademark 
squatting, real trademark owners should consider the priority of 
trademark rights in other countries. This is because the rights applied for 

                                                      
 140  Trademarks in General, supra note 76 (“In principle only a trademark registration will provide 

exclusive rights over the mark. Registration will provide legal certainty and will reinforce the 
position of the right holder, for example, in case of litigation. In some other countries, trademark 
owners may acquire rights over a mark that they have used, but not registered.”). 

 141  Id.  
 142  Jeffrey M. Samuels & Linda B. Samuels, The Changing Landscape of International Trademark 

Law, 27 GEO. WASH. J. INT’L L. & ECON. 433, 433 (1993). 
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cannot be the same as, or similar to, rights already granted to another 
trademark owners. The date of filing the application and the right of 
priority will play an important role in determining the ranking of the 
registers or who owns the trademark rights.143 The right of priority offers 
great practical advantages to the applicant desiring protection in several 
countries which use the first-to-file system.144 More importantly, the right 
of priority can be used to prevent trademark squatters from acquiring 
trademark rights and protection in their countries. 

According to the Paris Convention, any person who files a 
trademark application in a member country may claim priority of that 
filing date if an application is filed in any other member country within 
six months from the date the original application was filed.145 This means 
that if real trademark owners or trademark applicants filing their 
applications within six months apply for protection in other member 
countries, those applications will be regarded as if they were filed on the 
same day as the earliest applications.146 For instance, if a company filed a 
trademark application on January 1, 2012, in the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office (“USPTO”), it has until July 2, 2012, to file a 
trademark application in China to be entitled to a China priority filing 
date of January 1, 2012.147 China must treat the application as if it were 
filed on the same days as the original application. Any trademark 
applications filed in China after January 1, 2012, will be defeated by the 
company’s application.148 

A real trademark owner or a trademark applicant can claim a 
convention priority to obtain the trademark rights and prevail over 
trademark squatters when applying for protection in the first-to-file 
countries. The right of priority is based on the first application for the 
same trademark which must have been filed in a member country.149 It is 
then impossible to follow the first application by the second, possibly 
                                                      
 143  TSOUTSANIS, supra note 65, at 16. 
 144  WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG., supra note 43, at 243. 
 145  Article 4(A)(1), Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, 1883 (holding that 

any person who has duly filed an application for a patent, or for the registration of a utility 
model, or of an industrial design, or of a trademark, in one of the countries of the Union, or his 
successor in title, shall enjoy, for the purpose of filing in the other countries, a right of priority 
during the periods hereinafter fixed). Article (C)(1), Paris Convention for the Protection of 
Industrial Property, 1883 (holding that the periods of priority referred to above shall be twelve 
months for patents and utility models, and six months for industrial designs and trademarks). 

 146  WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROP. ORG., supra note 43, at 243. 
 147  Chow, supra note 36, at 93–94. 
 148  Id. at 94.  
 149  WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROP. ORG., supra note 43, at 244. 
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improved application, and then to use that second application as a basis 
of priority.150 The reason for this rule is because one cannot permit an 
endless chain of successive claims of priority for the same subject, as this 
could, in fact, considerably prolong the term of protection for that 
subject.151 Accordingly, a real trademark owner or a trademark applicant 
will be able to protect their marks in the first-to-file countries even if 
there are applications filed by squatters before the filing date of the real 
trademark owner’s application. 

Real trademark owners do not have to present all applications at 
home and in foreign countries at the same time because they have six 
months at his disposal to decide in which countries to request 
protection.152 Real trademark owners can use this period of time to 
organize the steps to be taken to secure protection in various countries of 
the interest.153 Giant and famous brands may not apply the right of 
priority because they have already registered their marks for several 
years. On the other hand, small- and medium-sized businesses or start-up 
companies need to apply the right of priority to protect their marks in 
other countries. If an application is to be filed claiming the right of 
priority, the date, number, and country of the basic application from 
which convention priority is to be claimed must be supplied.154 A 
certified copy of the basic application for registration (with a translation 
into English) may be required in certain countries.155 Each country will 
also determine the latest date on which such declaration must be made.156 

B. INTERNATIONAL TRADEMARK REGISTRATION 

The procedures for registering trademarks are basically governed 
by the rules and regulations of national and regional trademark offices,157 
so trademark owners must comply with the filing procedures in each 
country. Trademark owners have to search national trademark office 

                                                      
 150  Id.  
 151  Id.  
 152  Id.  
 153  Id.  
 154  INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N, International Trademark Rights, INTA, 

http://www.inta.org/TrademarkBasics/FactSheets/Pages/InternationalTrademarkRightsFactSheet.
aspx (last visited Oct. 27, 2012). 

 155  Id.  
 156  Paris Convention, supra note 144, Article 4 (D)(1). 
 157  WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG., Glossary on Industrial Property Statistics, WIPO, 

http://www.wipo.int/ipstats/en/statistics/glossary.html (last visited Oct. 27, 2012). 
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records to determine the existence of prior applications and registrations 
that might preclude their use and registration.158 However, trademark 
owners often find that filing trademark applications internationally is an 
expensive process.159 The process can be complicated for trademark 
owners.160 Trademark owners may also find difficulty in using a local 
agent and submitting an application in the local language.161 A trademark 
registration in one country does not cover other countries, so trademark 
owners have to submit an application in other countries again. 

There is another effective means of simplifying the process of 
obtaining and maintaining trademark registration in other countries. By 
this means, real trademark owners who have the trademark rights in their 
own country can protect their rights abroad by obtaining international 
trademark protection through international trademark registration. Most 
importantly, international trademark registration can be used as an 
effective way to prevent trademark squatting. Several international 
agreements also coordinate the procedure of filing applications for 
international trademark registration.162 Among other agreements, the 
Madrid Agreement and Madrid Protocol are an important mechanism 
which provide an opportunity to file an application for an international 
registration covering multiple member countries.163 This mechanism is 
also called the “Madrid system,” which is operated by the WIPO.164 
Under thissystem, trademark owners merely file one application in one 
language and pay one fee instead of filing separately in the trademark 
office of the various member countries in different languages and paying 

                                                      
 158  INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N, supra note 68. 
 159  Carlisle E. Walters, The Madrid Protocol, 4 FORDHAM INTELL. PROP. MEDIA & ENT.L.J. 407, 

408 (1993). 
 160  Id.  
 161  LANNING G. BRYER ET AL., INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OPERATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION FOR 

THE 21ST CENTURY CORPORATION, 71–72 (2011). 
 162  INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N, supra note 153 (A registration with the Benelux Office for 

Intellectual Property (BOIP) covers Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. A Community 
Trade Mark (CTM) protects a trademark in all of the member countries of the European Union. 
Filing with the African Intellectual Property Organization (OAPI) protects trademarks in all of 
the member countries in Africa. There is also the possibility of filing with the African Regional 
Industrial Property Organization (ARIPO), under which a trademark owner can protect its 
trademark in the member states in southern Africa.). 

 163  Id. (Under the Madrid Agreement the nationals of any signatory country may secure protection 
of their trademark registered in the country of origin in all other Madrid Agreement Countries. 
Under the Madrid Protocol, nationals of any signatory country may secure protection in member 
countries based on a pending application in the country of origin.). 

 164  Id.  
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a separate fee in each trademark office.165 Filing an international 
application under the Madrid system can save the applicant time and 
money compared to filing individual trademark applications in each 
country where trademark owners seek to register the mark.166 

1. A General Rule 

Under the Madrid system, an international registration only 
applies to the member countries of the Madrid Agreement and Madrid 
Protocol.167 A trademark is subject to an international application only if 
it has been registered in one of the trademark office of the member 
countries.168 Trademark owners can register their mark in any member 
countries by filing one international application directly with their 
country’s trademark office.169 A single international application of a 
trademark simplifies the process of prosecution and maintenance of the 
international trademark, as a single prosecuted and allowed mark can be 
registered as a trademark in each member country that the applicant 
wishes to register the mark in.170 If a member country is party to the 
Madrid Agreement, a country may only designate another member of the 
Agreement.171 If a member country is party to the Madrid Protocol, a 
country may only designate another member of the Protocol.172 An 
international application can also be filed in any one of three 
languages:English, French, or Spanish.173 

The trademark office of a designated country considers the 
international registration in exactly the same way as an application filed 
directly.174 In other words, the trademark office of a member country 
examines a mark under its own trademark law. The international 
registration can be refused on any grounds which would apply if the 
                                                      
 165  WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG., Madrid system, available at 

http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/faq/madrid_system.html (last visited Oct. 27, 2012). 
 166  Id.  
 167  WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG., Madrid System for the International Registration of Marks, 

available at http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/ (last visited Oct. 27, 2012). 
 168  WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROP. ORG., The Madrid Agreement Concerning the International 

Registration of Marks and the Protocol Relating to that Agreement: Objectives, Main Features, 
Advantages, available at http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/general/ (last visited Oct. 27, 2012) 

 169  Id.  
 170  Id.  
 171  Id.  
 172  Id.  
 173  Id.  
 174  Id.  
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mark had been filed directly.175 The international registration is then 
equivalent to a bundle of national registrations.176 The protection of the 
mark in each of the designated country is the same as if the mark had 
been directly registered in the trademark office of that designed 
country.177 However, just because a mark in the international application 
has been registered in a country does not mean that the mark is protected 
in all the member countries. International protection for a mark may be 
refused in whole or in part by the trademark offices of designated 
countries.178 The international registration may also be limited or 
invalided under the trademark laws of designated countries.179 In 
addition, trademark protection is only limited to the country that a holder 
has designated.180 For more protection, the holders of the international 
registration have to request an extension of protection in additional 
countries.181 Any action for infringement of the international registration 
must be brought separately in each of member countries.182 The 
international registration is also effective for ten years; it may be 
renewed for further periods of ten years.183 

2. International Registration in the United States 

The United States joined the Madrid Protocol in 2002 and its 
membership went into effect in 2003.184 But the United States did not 
adopt the Madrid Agreement. When the United States became a 
Contracting Party of the Madrid Protocol, United States trademark 
owners with a mark registered in or an application pending with the 
USPTO could file not only a single application but also file one in a 
single language using a single currency.185 United States trademark 
                                                      
 175  Id.  
 176  Id.  
 177  WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROP. ORG., 20 Questions about the Madrid Protocol: Protecting Your 

Trademark Abroad, available at http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/faq/20questions.html (last 
visited Oct. 27, 2012). 

 178  Id.  
 179  Id.  
 180  WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROP. ORG., supra note 167. 
 181  Id.  
 182  Id.  
 183  Id.  
 184  John M. Murphy, Demystifying the Madrid Protocol, 2 NW. J. TECH & INTELL. PROP. 240 

(2004). 
 185  JEROME GILSON & ANNE GILSON LALONDE, THE MADRID PROTOCOL: A SLUMBERING GIANT 

AWAKENS AT LAST 1 (2003). 
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owners can apply for protection in all countries they designate that are 
signatories to the Madrid Protocol, subject to objection by a country 
within approximately eighteen months of application on the basis of 
examination.186 In order to apply for an international registration under 
the Madrid Protocol as a United States applicant, the applicant must: (1) 
be a national of the United States; (2) be domiciled in the United States; 
or (3) have a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment in 
the United States.187 An international application has to be filed through 
the USPTO. An international application must also be based on a 
pending application or registration for the same mark in the applicant’s 
country of origin.188 The minimum requirements for completion of an 
international registration originating from the United States are: (1) the 
filing date and serial number of the basic application, or the registration 
date and registration number of the basic registration; (2) the name of the 
applicant, which must be identical to the name of the applicant or 
registrant in the basic application or registration; (3) a reproduction of 
the mark; (4) a color claim, if appropriate; (5) a description of the mark 
that is the same as the description appearing in the basic application or 
registration; (6) an indication of the type of mark, if the mark is a three-
dimensional mark, a sound mark, a collective mark or a certification 
mark; (7) a list of goods or services, which must be identical to or 
narrower than the goods or services listed in the basic application or 
registration; (8) a list of the designated Contracting Parties; (9) the 
certification fee; (10) a statement to certify that the applicant is a national 
of the United States, is domiciled in the United States, or has a real and 
effective industrial or commercial establishment in the United States; and 
(11) an email address.189 If each application meets those requirements, 
the USPTO will certify the application and transmit it to the International 
Bureau of the WIPO190acting as a receiving office for the contracting 
states.  The USPTO certification procedure ensures that the international 
application is properly based on the application or registration in the 

                                                      
 186  Id. at 1–2. 
 187  Murphy, supra note 183, at 240; Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the 

International Registration of Marks (Madrid Protocol), 15 U.S.C. § 1141a(b) (2004). 
 188  Murphy, supra note 183, at 241. 
 189  Id. at 14  
 190  Id.  
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United States.191  However, the United States trademark owners cannot 
file an international application directly at the International Bureau.192 

Once the International Bureau receives the application from the 
USPTO, it will determine whether the application meets the Madrid 
Protocol filing requirements.193 If the Madrid Protocol filing requirements 
have not been met, the International Bureau will send a notice to both the 
USPTO and the international applicant.194 If the requirements are met and 
the fees are paid, the International Bureau will register the mark and 
publish it in the WIPO Gazette of International Marks.195 The Bureau will 
send a certificate to the international applicant, called the “holder of the 
international registration.”196 The International Bureau will also notify 
each member country designated in the international registration of the 
request for an extension of protection to that county.197 Each country will 
examine the request for an extension of protection the same as it would a 
national application under its trademark laws.198 If the application meets 
the requirements for registration of that country, the member country will 
then grant protection of the mark in its country.199 In addition, there are 
strict time limits for refusing to grant an extension of protection (a 
maximum of eighteen months).200 If a member country does not notify 
the International Bureau of any refusal of an extension of protection 
within the time limits set forth in Article 5(2) of the Madrid Protocol, the 
holder of the international registration is automatically granted protection 
of its mark in that country.201 

Trademark rights and protection under the international 
registration of the Madrid system can prevent trademark squatters from 
registering another party’s brand name as their own in their countries. 
However, applying for the international registration does not ensure that 
a trademark is certainly protected from trademark squatting. If an 
application to register a trademark is granted on the basis of “first-come, 

                                                      
 191  United States Patent and Trademark Office, Madrid FAQs, USPTO, 

http://www.uspto.gov/trademarks/law/madrid/madridfaqs.jsp (last visited Oct. 28, 2012). 
 192  Id. 
 193  Id.  
 194  Id.  
 195  Id.  
 196  Id.  
 197  Id.  
 198  Id.  
 199  Id.  
 200  Id.  
 201  Id.  
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first-served,”202 it would be difficult for real trademark owners or 
companies to protect their own marks on the first-come, first-served 
registration.203 Squatters can obtain the trademark rights in their countries 
if they register marks before real trademark owners begin an 
international application. Nevertheless, one simple solution should be 
that real trademark owners begin the registration process as soon as they 
can in order to obtain the trademark rights and protection.204 Moreover, 
real trademark owners who file an international application may claim a 
priority filing date based on the United States basic application.205 

III. CANCELLATION AND OPPOSITION GROUNDS FOR TRADEMARK 
SQUATTING 

Business entities and individuals have a legitimate interest in 
protecting their trademarks abroad.206 Cancellation and opposition can be 
used to help real trademark owners regain trademark rights from 
trademark squatters or to defend trademark squatting. The Paris 
Convention requires the cancellation of registration of a mark without an 
authorization.207 A trademark cancellation is a proceeding in which a 
party seeks to remove an existing registration of a mark from the 

                                                      
 202  TSOUTSANIS, supra note 65, at 13. 
 203  PRIDE & FERRELL, supra note 12, at 418 
 204  Slotkin, supra note 46, at 673 (A company must fist decide in which countries to market its 

goods and then register its trademark in those countries to market its goods and then register its 
trademark in those countries before any pirates do so.). 

 205  Madrid FAQs, supra note 190, (A claim of priority in an international application may be based 
on a U.S. application in accordance with Article 4 of the Paris Convention even if the filing date 
of the basic application precedes the implementation date of the Madrid Protocol in the United 
States.) 

 206  Scott A. McKenzie, Comment, Global Protection of Trademark Intellectual Property Rights: A 
Comparison of Infringement and Remedies Available in China versus the European Union, 34 
GONZ. L. REV. 529, 531 (1998-1999). 

 207  Article 6septies Marks: Registration in the Name of the Agent or Representative of the 
Proprietor Without the Latter’s Authorization 

(1) If the agent or representative of the person who is the proprietor of a mark in one of the countries 
of the Union applies, without such proprietor’s authorization, for the registration of the mark in 
his own name, in one or more countries of the Union, the proprietor shall be entitled to oppose 
the registration applied for a demand its cancellation or, if the law of the country so allows, the 
assignment in his favor of the said registration, unless such agent or representative justifies his 
action. 

(2) The proprietor of the mark shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (1), above, be entitled to 
oppose the use of his mark by his agent or representative if he has not authorized such use. 

(3) Domestic legislation may provide an equitable time limit within which the proprietor of a mark 
must exercise the rights provided for in this Article.  
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trademark register.208 Some countries may refer to cancellation 
proceedings as invalidation, nullity, rectification, or revocation actions.209 
Moreover, an opposition is a challenge or objection to the granting of a 
trademark registration at the trademark office level.210 The grounds for 
seeking trademark cancellation and opposition can be found in the 
trademark laws of each country.211 Even though each country can 
establish the grounds for trademark cancellation and opposition on its 
own,212 most jurisdictions provide similar grounds for trademark 
cancellation or opposition, including absolute and relative grounds.213 
Real trademark owners can raise either grounds in a cancellation or 
opposition proceeding.214 

Under absolute grounds, real trademark owners can claim one or 
more of the following grounds: (1) descriptiveness or geographic 
descriptiveness; (2) generic or functionality; and (3) bad faith.215 Those 
absolute grounds correspond to the grounds of nonregistrability.216 Under 
relative grounds, real trademark owners can raise the following grounds: 
(1) likelihood of confusion or priority; (2) bad faith; (3) business name or 
trade name use; and (4) well-known mark.217 Those relative grounds 
correspond to the grounds upon which marks may be confused with each 
other or upon which a use of another’s trademark is adjudged to be 
detrimental to another’s earlier mark or to be taking unfair advantage of 
its reputation.218 In addition to absolute and relative grounds, some 
countries provide nonuse grounds to cancel a trademark registration.219 If 
nonuse grounds are raised, real trademark owners will claim that the 

                                                      
 208  INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N, Cancellation of a Registered Trademark, available at 

http://www.inta.org/TrademarkBasics/FactSheets/Pages/CancellationofaRegisteredTrademarkFa
ctSheet.aspx (last visited Oct. 28, 2012). 

 209  Id.  
 210  INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N, Oppositions, available  at 

http://www.inta.org/Advocacy/Pages/Oppositions.aspx (last visited Oct. 28, 2012). 
 211  Cancellation of a Registered Trademark, supra note 207. 
 212  TSOUTSANIS, supra note 65, at 24–25. 
 213  Cancellation of a Registered Trademark, supra note 207; INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N, Opposing 

a Trademark Application, available at 
http://www.inta.org/TrademarkBasics/FactSheets/Pages/OpposingaTrademarkApplicationFactSh
eet.aspx (last visited Oct. 28, 2012)  

 214  Id.  
 215  Id.  
 216  Id.  
 217  Id.  
 218  Id.  
 219  Id.  
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registrant is not using or has never used the registered trademark in 
connection with the goods set forth in its registration.220 

With trademark cancellation or opposition, a mark registered by 
a squatter can be revoked or removed from a registration. The legal 
outcome of trademark cancellation or opposition is the loss of a 
registration and rights,221 so squatters will not be able to obtain and hold 
trademark rights. Real trademark owners will have to check the laws and 
criteria for cancellation or opposition proceedings, which vary from 
jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The scope of required evidence also differs 
from country to country.222 Mostly, cancellation or opposition is filed 
directly with the trademark office or registry that granted the 
registration.223 Real trademark owners may have to find a local agent to 
submit a cancellation or opposition application in a particular country. 
More particularly, the relative grounds should be used to revoke or 
cancel trademarks registered by squatters. Nonuse grounds can also be 
used by real trademark owners to revoke or cancel trademark 
registrations. 

A. WELL-KNOWN MARKS 

1. Protection for Well-Known Marks 

A well-known mark doctrine can be used to protect a mark from 
trademark pirates or trademark squatting224 through cancellation or 
opposition proceedings. A well-known mark doctrine particularly 
protects marks which have become well known in a geographic area in 
association with certain goods or services.225 With this special protection, 
trademark squatters cannot obtain or register well-known marks in their 
countries. Real trademark owners can revoke the registration of well-
known marks at local trademark offices and domestic courts in each 
country.226 

                                                      
 220  Id.  
 221  Id.  
 222  Id.  
 223  Id.  
 224  Tashia A. Bunch, Well-Known Marks Doctrine: Where Do We Go From Here?, 90 J. PAT. & 

TRADEMARK OFF. SOC’Y 227 (2008). 
 225  Id. at 228. 
 226  Cancellation of a Registered Trademark, supra note 207. 
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Although the principle of territoriality is long-standing and well-
established doctrine in all countries, a well-known mark can serve as an 
exception to the principle of territoriality.227 Under this exception, a 
trademark or service mark is protected within a nation if it is well known 
in that country even though the mark is not actually used or registered in 
that country.228 A well-known mark is a trademark generally 
acknowledged to be a mark which has a high degree of recognition and 
reputation in the area of trade of the proprietors of such a mark.229 A 
well-known mark also receives broader and stronger protection than an 
ordinary mark.230 Well-known mark owners can then protect their marks 
from squatters in other countries without using them in commerce or 
registering them there. Since the main purpose of this stronger protection 
is to prevent companies from free-riding on the reputation of a well-
known mark or causing damage to its reputation or goodwill, giant 
companies or multinational corporations have a better chance to gain 
protection abroad under the well-known mark doctrine. On the other 
hand, small- and medium-sized business or growing companies which 
are locally recognized may not obtain protection abroad. 

2. How Is A Mark Shown to Be Well-Known? 

Well-known mark protection is mainly established in the Paris 
Convention and the TRIPS Agreement.231 The Paris Convention and the 
TRIPS Agreement require member countries to protect well-known mark 
even if the mark is not registered or used in that country.232 According to 
Article 6bis to the Paris Convention, a member country is allowed to 
intervene in a registration proceeding, to request cancellation of a 
registration, or to object to the use of a mark under certain conditions: (1) 

                                                      
 227  Xuan-Thao Nguyen, The Other Famous Marks Doctrine, 17 TRANSNAT’L L. & CONTEMP. 

PROBS. 757, 759 (2008). 
 228  MCCARTHY, supra note 52, at 29:64. 
 229  MARQUES, Trademark Basics/FAQs, 

http://www.marques.org/TradeMarkFAQs/Default.asp?cmd=FAQ_11On (last visited Oct. 28, 
2012). 

 230  An Qinghu, Well-Known Marks & China’s System of Well-Known Mark Protection, 95 
TRADEMARK REP. 705 (2005). 

 231  Lee Ann. W. Lockridge, Honoring International Obligations in U.S. Trademark Law: How the 
Lanham Act Protects Well-Known Foreign Marks (And Why The Second Circuit Was Wrong), 84 
ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 1347, 1349 (2010). 

 232  INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N, Famous and Well-Known Marks, available at 
http://www.inta.org/TrademarkBasics/FactSheets/Pages/FamousWellKnownMarksFactSheet.asp
x (last visited Oct. 28, 2012).  
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the mark is “a reproduction, an imitation, or a translation” of a well-
known foreign mark, (2) the well-known mark and the mark being 
objected to area used for identical or similar goods, and (3) the domestic 
use is “liable to create confusion.”233 Even though the language of 6bis 
appears to mandate the protection of well-known marks,234 it does not 
define the term “well-known.” The Paris Convention merely 
characterizes a well-known mark as “a mark considered. . . to be well-
known in a protecting country as being already the mark of a protected 
foreign national.”235 This should mean that well-known mark status is 
determined by each country on an individual basis.236 No more specific 
scope is provided, nor is the standard for how much local knowledge 
would be required for the mark to be “well-known” in a country where 
protection is sought.237 

The TRIPS Agreement expands protection for a well-known 
foreign mark beyond uses or registrations.238 The TRIPS Agreement 
mandates protection against unauthorized use or registration with goods 
or services dissimilar from those associated with the well-known mark, 
provided that the use would indicate a connection with the foreign owner 
and would likely damage the interests of that owner.239 Well-known mark 
owners can then prevent others from registering the mark and can cancel 
a registration for marks that are likely to be confused with the well-
known mark. Like the Paris Convention, the TRIPS Agreement does not 
define the term “well-known.”240 The Agreement merely states that 
                                                      
 233  The full text of article 6bis is as follows: 
(1) The countries of the Union undertake, ex officio if their legislation so permits, or at the request of 

an interested party, to refuse or to cancel the registration, and to prohibit the use, of a trademark 
which constitutes a reproduction, an imitation, or a translation, liable to create confusion, of a 
mark considered by the competent authority of the country of registration or use to be well 
known in that country as being already the mark of a person entitled to the benefits of this 
Convention and used for identical or similar goods. These provisions shall also apply when the 
essential part of the mark constitutes a reproduction of any such well-known mark or an 
imitation liable to create confusion therewith. 

(2) A period of at least five years from the date of registration shall be allowed for requesting the 
cancellation of such a mark. The countries of the Union may provide for a period within which 
the prohibition of use must be requested. 

(3) No time limit shall be fixed for requesting the cancellation or the prohibition of the use of marks 
registered or used in bad faith. 

 234  REICHARD & SNEED, supra note 62, at 87. 
 235  Lockridge, supra note 230, at 1358. 
 236  Id.  
 237  Id.  
 238  Id. at 1361  
 239  Id.  
 240  Id.  
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member countries “shall take account of the knowledge of the trademark 
in the relevant sector of the public, including knowledge in the Member 
concerned which has been obtained as a result of the promotion of the 
trademark.”241 Then, member countries have to determine the meaning of 
a “well-known” mark on their national basis. The lack of either a specific 
domestic or internationally adopted test has also had the result in some 
jurisdictions of apparently inconsistent results from case-by-case 
decisions, as well as inconsistent results from jurisdiction to jurisdiction 
for the same mark.242 This could make the well-known mark doctrine 
difficult to protect marks. 

3. A Guideline for Proving Well-Known Marks 

Without the specific tests, well-known marks are determined 
differently from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.243 Well-known marks in one 
country may not be found to be well known in another country. Big 
foreign companies may not gain protection if their marks are not 
considered well-known marks in that country. The task is, therefore, that 
real trademark owners have to prove whether their marks are well 
known, according to the different laws in different countries. In many 
cases, real trademark owners struggle to prove well-known marks in 
other countries because they could not find the relevant elements or 
factors. In addition, many countries, such as China, have struggled with 
finding a definitive and efficient way to define “well-known” so as to 
provide some measure of certainty for those entrusted with the task of 
determining whether certain marks are legally well-known.244 The 
question then arises how to determine whether the marks are well known 
or what factors should basically be used in determining whether the 
marks are well known. 

The report of the WIPO entitled Joint Recommendation 
Concerning Provisions on the Protection of Well-Known Marks245 

                                                      
 241  Id.  
 242  CATHERINE COLSTON & JONATHAN GALLOWAY, MODERN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW 684 

(2010).  
 243  Famous and Well-Known Marks, supra note 231.  
 244  Jing “Brad” Luo & Shubha Ghosh, Protection and Enforcement of Well-Known Mark Rights in 

China: History, Theory and Future, 7 NW. J. TECH. & INTELL. PROP. 119, 120 (2009). 
 245  WORLD INT’L PROPERTY ORG., Joint Recommendation Concerning Provisions on the 

Protection of Well-Known Marks, http://www.wipo.int/about-
ip/en/development_iplaw/pdf/pub833.pdf (last visited Oct. 28, 2012) (Right after the conclusion 
of the TRIPS Agreement in 1995, WIPO cooperated with the Paris Union concerning the 
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provides several factors to determine whether a mark is well-known. The 
Recommendation helps to address the gaps in the protection afforded 
well-known marks conferred under Article 6bis of the Paris Convention 
and Article 16(2) of the TRIPS Agreement.246 More particularly, Article 
2 of the Recommendation states that the following information is 
relevant when determining whether a mark is well known: (1) the degree 
of knowledge or recognition of the mark in a relevant sector of the 
public; (2) the duration, extent, and geographical area of any use of the 
mark; (3) the duration, extent, and geographical area of any promotion of 
the mark, including advertising or publicity and the presentation at fairs 
or exhibitions of the goods and/or services to which the mark applies; (4) 
the duration and the geographical area of any registrations or any 
applications of the mark, to the extent that they reflect use of recognition 
of the mark; (5) the record of successful enforcement of rights in the 
mark, in particular, the extent to which the mark was recognized as well 
known by competent authorities; and (6) the value associated with the 
mark.247 

Although those factors in the Joint Recommendation are not 
binding, countries can rely on those factors in determining whether a 
foreign mark is well known in at least one relevant sector of the public in 
that country.248 For example, the 2001 Chinese Trademark Law (“CTL” 
or “2001 CTL”)249 provides the following relevant factors to determine 
whether a mark is well known: (1) the reputation of the mark to the 
relevant public; (2) the time period for the owner’s continued use of the 

                                                      
protection of well-known marks. It focused on the criteria for determining whether a mark is 
well-known. This resulted in a Joint Recommendation Concerning Provisions on the Protection 
of Well-Known Marks (“Joint Recommendation”), adopted in September 1999 by consensus of 
the General Assembly of WIPO and the Assembly of the Paris Union.)  

 246  David H. Tatham, WIPO Resolution on Well-Known Marks: A Small Step or a Giant Leap? 2 
I.P.Q. 127 (2000)  

 247  Joint Recommendation on Well-Known Marks, supra note 244, art. 2(1)(b). 
 248  Id., art. 2(2)(b) (“Where a mark is determined to be well known in at least one relevant sector of 

the public in a Member State, the mark shall be considered by the Member State to be a well-
known mark.”) Under Article 2(2)(a), Relevant sectors of the public include: (i) actual and/or 
potential consumers of the type of goods and/or services to which the mark applies; (ii) persons 
involved in channels of distribution of the type of goods and/or services to which the mark 
applies; (iii) business circles dealing with the type of goods and/or services to which the mark 
applies. 

 249  Trademark Law (promulgated by the Standing Comm. Nat’l People’s Cong., Oct. 27, 2001, 
effective 

Oct. 27, 2001) 
http://english.ipr.gov.cn/ipr/en/info/Article.jsp?a_no=2170&col_no=119&dir=200603 (last 
visited Oct. 28, 2012)  
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mark; (3) the time period, extent, and geographical area of advertisement 
of the mark; (4) the records of protection of the mark as a well-known 
mark; and (5) any of other factors relevant to the mark’s reputation.250 
Real trademark owners can then use those relevant factors to determine 
their marks when seeking protection abroad or preventing their marks 
from trademark squatting. However, the determination is based on a 
case-by-case basis. Evidence relevant to well-known marks may include 
sales and revenue figures, geographical scope of use, channels of trade, 
distinctiveness, registrations in home and other countries, consumer 
recognition, and the existence of similar marks owned by third parties.251 
More specifically, evidence of global use of a foreign mark and global 
advertising should be an important element for proving consumer 
recognition. 

B. BAD FAITH 

A bad faith application or registration is a critical argument 
against a mark registered by a squatter.252 A bad faith application or 
registration does not acquire the trademark rights and can be declared 
invalid. It is also important grounds for trademark opposition or 
cancellation in a number of jurisdictions throughout the world.253 For 
example, the trademark law of the European Community, which is 
referred as the European Council Regulation (“EC”) No. 207/2009 of 26 
February 2009 on the Community Trade Mark (“CTM”)254 establishes the 
concept of a bad faith application or registration. Article 52 (1)(b) of the 

                                                      
 250  Id., art.14 (However, it is not clear whether the 2001 Chinese Trademark Law is totally based on 

Article 2 of Joint Recommendation Concerning Provisions on the Protection of Well-Known 
Marks.)  

 251  Famous and Well-Known Marks, supra note 231. 
 252  The issue of bad faith registration is one of those areas where there is such a consensus and 

INTA has formulated a clear policy position. That position was recorded in a Board of Director’s 
resolution dated September 22, 2009 and titled “Bad Faith As a Ground for Opposition 
Proceedings” (the Bad Faith Resolution”). A full copy of the Bad Faith Resolution is included as 
Annex C. This states that: “the filing of a trademark application or procuring a registration in bad 
faith should be available ground for trademark owners to oppose or seek to cancel the trademark 
application or registration.” 
http://www.inta.org/Advocacy/Documents/INTARichemontRospatent.pdf (last visited Oct. 28, 
2012) 

 253  INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N, Bad Faith as a Ground for Opposition Proceedings, available at 
http://www.inta.org/Advocacy/Pages/BadFaithasaGroundforOppositionProceedings.aspx (last 
visited Oct. 28, 2012)  

 254  Council Regulation (EC) No. 40/94 of Dec. 20, 1993, on the Community Trade Mark, (1994) OJ 
L 11/1, now replaced by Council Regulation (EC) No. 207/2009 of Feb. 26, 2009.  
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Regulation states that “[a] Community trade mark shall be declared 
invalid on application to the Office or on the basis of a counterclaim in 
infringement proceedings:. . .(b) where the applicant was acting in bad 
faith when he filed the application for the trade mark.”255 

1. Defining “Bad Faith” in a Trademark Application or Registration 

There is no exact definition of bad faith in trademark laws, 
especially in trademark application or registration. According to the 
People’s Law Dictionary, bad faith generally refers to an intentional 
dishonest act by not fulfilling legal or contractual obligations, misleading 
another, entering into an agreement without the intention or means to 
fulfill it, or violating basic standards of honesty in dealing with others.256 
Article 10bis of the Paris Convention also implies the concept of bad 
faith through the definition of “unfair competition.”257 More specifically, 
Article 10bis (2) states that “any act of competition contrary to honest 
practices in industrial or commercial matters constitutes an act of unfair 
competition.”258 “Any act of competition contrary to honest practices” 
may refer to a dishonest act or dishonest practice. Accordingly, bad faith 
applications or registrations may refer to an act violating norms of 
reasonable, honest, and fair commercial behavior,259 which are done by 
the third parties in order to obtain trademark rights. Bad faith application 
or registration may also include an act of filing an application with a 

                                                      
 255  CTMR Art. 52(1)(b). 
 256  Gerald & Kathleen Hill, The People’s Law Dictionary, 

http://dictionary.law.com/Default.aspx?selected=21 (last visited Oct. 28, 2012).  
 257  Article 10bis of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property provides as 

follows: 
“Unfair Competition” 
(1) The countries of the Union are bound to assure to nationals of such countries effective protection 

against unfair competition. 
(2) Any act of competition contrary to honest practices in industrial or commercial matters 

constitutes an act of unfair competition. 
(3) The following in particular shall be prohibited:  
(i) all acts of such a nature as to create confusion by any means whatever with the establishment, the 

goods, or the industrial or commercial activities, of a competitor;  
(ii) false allegations in the course of trade of such a nature as to discredit the establishment, the 

goods, or the industrial or commercial activities, of a competitor;  
(iii) indications or allegations the use of which in the course of trade is liable to mislead the public as 

to the nature, the manufacturing process, the characteristics, the suitability for their purpose, or 
the quantity, of the goods.  

 258  Id. 
 259  Bad Faith as a Ground for Opposition Proceedings, supra note 252  
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view to preventing market access, demanding compensation for vacating 
the mark, or profiting from the reputation enjoyed by another’s 
trademark.260 

2. A Guideline for Finding A Bad Faith Application or Registration 

Bad faith is not self-evident as an independent ground for 
trademark opposition or cancellation.261 However, the Paris Convention 
does not establish any particular rules against trademark registration in 
bad faith. Countries have to establish relevant elements for trademark 
cancellation or opposition through their own laws. The determination of 
a bad-faith application or registration then varies from country to 
country. For instance, a finding of bad faith under a Community Trade 
Mark (“CTM”) should not be established lightly: there should be no 
doubt, based on the facts at hand, that there has indeed been bad faith on 
the part of the applicant of the CTM.262 There is bad faith when the CTM 
applicant intends through registration to lay claim to a trademark of a 
third party with which it had contractual or precontractual relations.263 In 
addition, countries do not typically define what a bad-faith application or 
registration means and what facts or circumstances could establish bad 
faith. Real trademark owners have to check trademark laws and figure 
out how to establish a bad faith application or registration in a particular 
country. 

Recently, the International Trademark Association (“INTA”) has 
recommended the requirements for a finding of a bad faith application or 
registration: (1) the applicant or registrant knew of the third-party’s 
rights or legitimate interests in marks identical to or substantially 
identical to the mark applied for/registered, where such knowledge is 
actual or may be inferred from the surrounding circumstances; and (2) 
the applicant or registrant’s conduct in applying for registering the mark 
is inconsistent with the norms of reasonable, honest, and fair commercial 
behavior.264 INTA has also recommended the nonexhaustive list of 
factors be considered in determining whether the applicant’s or 
registrant’s conduct is inconsistent with norms of reasonable, honest, and 
fair commercial behavior: (1) whether the mark was applied for or 
                                                      
 260  CATHERINE SEVILLE, EU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW AND POLICY 241 (2009). 
 261  TSOUTSANIS, supra note 65, at 41 
 262  Decision of the Cancellation Division of October 10, 2004 (CTM ER No. 2386126).  
 263  SEVILLE, supra note 259, at 270. 
 264  Bad Faith as a Ground for Opposition Proceedings, supra note 251 
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registered primarily to appropriate a trademark well known in other 
jurisdictions or to disrupt the business of a competitor; (2) whether the 
mark was applied for or registered primarily to sell, license, or otherwise 
transfer the registration to the party opposing or seeking to cancel or to a 
competitor of that party; (3) whether the mark was applied for or 
registered primarily to prevent the party opposing or seeking to cancel 
from acquiring trademark rights in the jurisdiction in which the 
application was filed; (4) whether the applicant or registrant has a 
legitimate interest in the mark applied for; (5) whether the applicant or 
registrant applied for or registered the mark with the intention of creating 
confusion as to the source, sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of the 
applicant’s or registrant’s goods or services; (6) whether the applicant or 
registrant knowingly made false statements in connection with the 
trademark application or registration; (7) whether the applicant or 
registrant has engaged in a pattern of applying for or registering marks in 
which it had no legitimate interest; and (8) the degree of distinctiveness 
of the mark applied for.265 

Although INTA’s recommendations for finding a bad faith 
application or registration can be a good source of bad faith analysis, 
countries are not bound by INTA’s recommendations. The 
recommendations can merely be used as a basic guideline for real 
trademark owners to determine whether trademark squatters file an 
application or register marks in bad faith.266 The recommendations may 
                                                      
 265  Id.; Those factors are similar to the examples of circumstances that a domain name has 

registered and is being used in bad faith under the WIPO Guide to the Uniform Domain Name 
Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP). Paragraph 4(b) of the UDRP Policy sets out the following 
examples of circumstances that will be considered by an Administrative Panel to be evidence of 
the bad faith registration and use of a domain name: 

(i) circumstances indicating that the domain name was registered or acquired primarily for the 
purpose of selling,, renting, or otherwise transferring the domain name registration to the 
complainant who is the owner of the trademark or service mark or to a competitor of that 
complainant, for valuable consideration in excess of the domain name registrant’s out-of-pocket 
costs directly related to the domain name; or 

(ii) the domain name was registered in order to prevent the owner of the trademark or service mark 
from reflecting the mark in a corresponding domain name, provided that the domain name 
registrant has engaged in a pattern of such conduct; or  

(iii) the domain name was registered primarily for the purpose of disrupting the business of a 
competitor; or  

(iv) by using the domain name, the domain name registrant intentionally attempted to attract for 
financial gain, Internet users to the registrant’s website or other on-line location, by creating a 
likelihood of confusion with the complainant’s mark as to the source, sponsorship, affiliation, or 
endorsement of the registrant’s website or location or of a product or service on the registrant’s 
website or location.  

 266  Id.  
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also be used to prove or develop their own argument against a bad-faith 
application or registration in trademark offices and domestic courts. 
More importantly, the key requirement for finding bad faith is that the 
applicant or registrant must have had knowledge of the prior mark.267 If 
knowledge is found, the bad-faith analysis turns on whether the 
application was filed or the registration was obtained in violation of the 
norms of reasonable, honest, and fair commercial behavior.268 
Additionally, bad faith entails proving someone’s mindset. Real 
trademark owners should have to take into account all the facts of the 
case, both from before and from after the trademark registration date. 
This includes all materials or evidence proving that trademark squatters 
act in bad faith. However, it is important to note that those circumstances 
or guidelines are nonexhaustive. Real trademark owners may still 
establish or include other circumstances which can properly demonstrate 
that the marks are registered in bad faith. 

C. NON-USE GROUND 

Non-use cancellation refers to an act of removing trademark 
registration or rights when the owner of the registration has not used the 
registered mark with the goods and services.269 Among other grounds, 
non-use can be effective grounds for revoking or canceling trademark 
registrations or trademark rights obtained by squatters. This is because 
squatters usually register other people’s marks to hold them and resell 
them to the real trademark owners later. Squatters do not intend to use 
their registered marks in their goods or services and probably have no 
bona fide interest in protecting them.270 As a result, trademark 
registration or trademark rights should not be available to squatters. 

Almost all countries allow non-use cancellation to revoke 
trademark registrations or rights. Many countries usually allow 
challenging trademark registration on non-use ground where the 
registered mark has not been used for five years.271 Some countries 

                                                      
 267  Id.  
 268  Id.  
 269  Cancellation of a Registered Trademark, supra note 207. 
 270  Long, supra note 44, at 140 
 271  Those countries include Argentina, Austria, Bahrain, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, El Salvador, 
Estonia, the European Union, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Kenya, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Montenegro, Morocco, the Netherlands, Poland, 
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provide for a shorter non-use grace period of three years.272 Real 
trademark owners should then check how long squatters registered their 
marks in order to revoke trademark registrations. Moreover, many 
countries require that a claimant proves lack of use of a trademark in a 
cancellation proceeding.273 Some countries require that a claimant proves 
a legitimate interest in the cancellation of a trademark.274 In this case, an 
“interested person” can challenge a non-use ground to revoke or cancel 
trademark registrations. The “interest” may be any activity linked to the 
products or services covered by the trademarks, or the claimant may 
suffer from the respective registration.275 Owning or using their 
trademarks in their particular countries should be sufficient to prove their 
interest, as squatters registering their marks may create suffering to real 
trademark owners.276 Evidence proving their interest can also include 
certificates of registration in their home country, sales and advertising 
figures, or past enforcement efforts. However, real trademark owners 
should be aware of the principle of territoriality. Domestic courts or 
trademark offices may not allow or recognize the use of trademarks in 
other countries. This means that the use of foreign marks in foreign 
countries may not create any rights or interest in that country. 

IV. WIPO ARBITRATION 

Trademark squatting is a dispute involving allegations of 
trademark infringement in another country. Real trademark owners will 
have to rely on the law of the foreign country in which their mark is 
registered by a trademark squatter. This is because the foreign country is 
responsible for the enforcement of trademark law within its own border 
and will apply its own trademark law to a trademark squatting dispute.277

 Like other international commercial transactions, real trademark 
                                                      

Portugal, Moldova, Romania, Senegal, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sri 
Lanka, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and Uzbekistan.  

 272  Those countries include Canada, China, Colombia, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, 
Honduras, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Mexico, Nicaragua, Oman, Peru, 
Korea, Russia, Taiwan, Trinidad & Tobago, Ukraine and the United States.  

 273  INT’L TRADEMARK ASS’N, Partial Cancellation Actions Based on Non-Use, available at 
http://www.inta.org/Advocacy/Documents/INTA%20Enforcement%20Committee%20Report%2
0on%20Partial%20Non-Use%20Cancellation.pdf (last visited Oct. 28, 2012). 

 274  Id.  
 275  Id.  
 276  Id.  
 277  See Curtis A. Bradley, Territorial Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Globalism, 37 VA. J. 

INT’L L. 505, 538–39, 562 (1997). 
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owners may not want to resolve trademark squatting disputes through 
litigation in foreign countries. Real trademark owners may be concerned 
about the other party’s home court advantage. They may not know or be 
familiar with the trademark laws and legal processes in other 
jurisdictions.278 It is difficult for the real owner to predict the outcome of 
the trademark squatting cases. Furthermore, the trademark squatting 
cases may be decided by judges who do not have knowledge or 
experience about intellectual property or trademark.279 The trademark 
squatting cases may also involve political issues, governmental policies, 
or regulations that tend to protect the local trademark rights.280 
Meanwhile, many foreign countries still have lax trademark enforcement 
and corrupt legal systems, making it difficult to obtain a fair 
determination through litigation.281 Additionally, trademark litigation 
takes a long period of time and costs a great deal of money.282 

Arbitration is an alternative to litigation whereby parties 
voluntarily submit their dispute to a tribunal of their own choosing to 
obtain a judicially enforceable decision.283 Most parties often include 
predispute arbitration clauses in their contracts because of its benefits.284 
                                                      
 278  CLAUDIA ALFONS, RECOGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF ANNULLED FOREIGN ARBITRAL 

AWARDS: AN ANALYSIS OF THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND ITS INTERPRETATION IN CASE LAW 
AND LITERATURE, 15 (2010) (Today’s growing inter-connectedness of the global economy 
frequently involves business transactions with different legal cultures, which usually entail 
unfamiliarity and disproportions when at least one party is reliant on foreign legal and court 
systems). 

 279  Terry A. Bethel, Wrongful Discharge: Litigation or Arbitration?, 1993. J. DISP. RESOL. 289, 
300 (1993) (“Judges may have little personal experience in, or familiarity with, the industrial 
arena. However, judges are not expert in most of the areas in which they are called upon to 
decide cases. They know little about medicine, but they decide malpractice cases and other 
claims involving medical and scientific evidence. And most are not experts in economics, but 
they decide antitrust and other business disputes worth millions of dollars.”). 

 280  Donald Francis Donovan, Introducing Foreign Clients to U.S. Civil Litigation, in INT’L LITIG. 
STRATEGIES AND PRACTICE, 35 (Barton Legum ed., 2005) (“As a general matter, foreign 
litigants are able to participate in the U.S. court proceedings on equal footing with their domestic 
counterparts. However, the jury system does not raise the prospect that particular juries in 
particular communities may exhibit a bias against parties from outside the community, including 
foreign parties. This problem arises most directly in smaller communities in which one party 
may a well-known employer. It is therefore prudent for a foreign litigant to take steps to avoid 
litigating disputes in a forum that may provide a clear hometown advantage to an opponent.”). 

 281  Slotkin, supra note 46, at 674; WILLIAM FOX, INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL AGREEMENTS: A 
PRIMER ON DRAFTING, NEGOTIATING, AND RESOLVING DISPUTES 274 (2009)  

 282  Anita Stork, the Use of Arbitration in Copyright Dsiputes: IBM v. Fujitsu, 3 HIGH TECH. L.J. 
241, 243 (1988) (“Obtaining satisfaction of a foreign judgment can be incredibly expensive and 
time consuming because of the myriad of defenses against enforcement.”). 

 283  THOMAS H. OEHMKE, COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION § 1:05 (2002). 
 284  Christopher R. Drahozal & Quentin R. Wittrock, Is There A Flight From Arbitration, 37 

HOFSTRA L. REV. 71, 77–78 (2008) (Those benefits may include: “(1) arbitration may resolve 
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More particularly, arbitration allows parties to decide the scope and 
content of the dispute, define its procedures, and choose the law and the 
location of the arbitration.285 The characteristics of arbitration then vary 
across industries and across firms, as well as within firms and even 
within contracts.286 Arbitration has also developed rapidly and has 
increasingly become an important approach to setting international 
commercial disputes287 because parties do not want to be subject to the 
jurisdiction of a foreign court system.288 

While arbitration has become well established in international 
commercial disputes, it has been used less frequently in intellectual 
property disputes.289 This may partly be due to deeply ingrained notions 
of national sovereignty and territoriality.290 The arbitration of intellectual 
property disputes is a new area in alternative dispute resolution.291 
However, arbitration is increasingly being used to resolve disputes 
involving intellectual property rights, especially when involving parties 
from different jurisdictions.292 Intellectual property disputes have a 
number of particular characteristics that are not always well served by 
national court systems, but which can be addressed by arbitration.293 

WIPO has established dispute resolution services through the 
WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center since 1994.294 The main 
                                                      

disputes more quickly and at lower cost than litigation; (2) arbitration may reduce the risk of 
aberrational jury verdict or punitive damages awards; (3) arbitration may reduce a company’s 
exposure to class action and other forms of aggregate litigation; (4) arbitration may result in 
better outcomes because the decisionmarkers are experts whose incentives differ from those of 
judges; (5) arbitration may reduce the risk of disclosure of confidential information; (6) 
arbitration may facilitate the use of privately developed trade rules; (7) arbitration may better 
preserve the parties’ relationship;. . .”). 

 285  Olga K. Byrne, A New Code of Ethics For Commercial Arbitrators: The Neutrality of Party-
Appointed Arbitrators on A Tripartite Panel, 30 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1815, 1817 (2003). 

 286  Drahozal & Wittrock, supra note 283, at 77. 
 287  Zhang Yuqing, Arbitration of Foreign Investment Disputes in China, in NEW HORIZONS IN 

INT’L COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION AND BEYOND: ICCA INT’L ARBITRATION CONG., 166 (Albert 
Jan van den Berg, 2005), available at 
http://www.kluwerarbitration.com.libproxy.law.wisc.edu/document.aspx?id=ipn27551. 

 288  MARGARET L. MOSES, THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL 
ARBITRATION, 1 (2008). 

 289  WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center, Guide to WIPO Arbitration, 
http://www.wipo.int/freepublications/en/arbitration/919/wipo_pub_919.pdf. 

 290  Id.  
 291  TREVOR COOK & ALEJANDRO I. GARCIA, INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

ARBITRATION 1 (2009).  
 292  Kenneth R. Adamo, Overview of International Arbitration in the Intellectual Property Context, 

2 GLOBAL BUS. L. REV. 8 (2011). 
 293  WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center, Dispute Resolution for the 21st Century 15 (2004).  
 294  Id. at 1. 
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function of the WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center is to facilitate 
the resolution of intellectual property and related disputes through 
private procedures as an alternative to court litigation.295 The WIPO 
Arbitration and Mediation Center provides a mechanism comprised of 
two sets of rules: the arbitration rules and the expedited arbitration 
rules.296 The WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center specializes in 
technology, entertainment, and intellectual property disputes.297 The 
Center provides services to meet the need for quick and inexpensive 
ways of settling commercial disputes.298 When administering arbitration 
cases, WIPO arbitration is guided by the following priorities: flexible 
procedural framework, active case management, efficiency, expertise, 
and integrity. In addition, the Center maintains an updated directory of 
arbitrators who are experts in intellectual property law, as well as having 
an understanding of technology.299 As a result, real trademark owners 
may want to use WIPO arbitration to resolve trademark squatting 
disputes, rather than domestic litigation. 

CONCLUSION 

Trademark squatting is becoming a large problem in the global 
business. It occurs when foreigners register other people’s marks in their 
home country to gain benefit or receive payment from the real owners. 
Mostly, trademark squatting occurs in civil law countries that rely on the 
fist-to-file system. Many brand owners around the world have confronted 
this problem in those countries. Unfortunately, many firms ended up 
making high payments to squatters. One common way to avoid 
                                                      
 295  Id. at 2, 4. 
 296  WORLD INT’L PROPERTY ORG., WIPO Arbitration Rules, WIPO.INT, 

http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/arbitration/rules/ (last visited April 11, 2013); WIPO, WIPO 
Expedited Arbitration Rules, WIPO.INT, http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/arbitration/expedited-rules/ 
(last visited April 11, 2013). 

 297  Guide to WIPO Arbitration, supra note 288 (The WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center has 
administered several cases where specific performance was sought as a remedy. These cases 
form part of the Center’s total caseload, which thus for encompasses over 240 mediations and 
arbitrations. The subject matter of those proceedings includes patent infringement, patent 
licenses, Information Technology related agreements and telecommunication agreements, 
distribution agreements and telecommunication agreements, distribution agreements for 
pharmaceutical products, research and development agreements, trademark co-existence 
agreements, consultancy agreement, art marketing agreements and joint venture agreements). 

 298  WORLD INT’L PROPERTY ORG., Dispute Avoidance and Resolution Best Practices for the 
Application Service Provider Industry, WIPO.INT, 
http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/asp/report/execsum.html (last visited April 11, 2013). 

 299  Adamo, supra note 291, at 12. 
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trademark squatting is for real trademark owners to register their marks 
in any country in which they will use the mark in the future. Real 
trademark owners may be able to claim a convention priority under the 
Paris Convention to obtain the trademark rights and prevail over 
trademark squatters when applying trademark protection in other 
countries. However, filing trademark applications in foreign countries is 
not easy. Real trademark owners may want to file an international 
application under the Madrid System in order to prevent trademark 
squatting. 

Cancellation and opposition can be used to help real trademark 
owners regain trademark rights from trademark squatters. Real trademark 
owners may use well-known marks, bad faith, and non-use grounds to 
cancel the marks registered by squatters. Real trademark owners can also 
revoke the registered marks through cancellation or opposition 
proceedings at the local trademark offices and domestic courts in each 
country. In some circumstances, real trademark owners may not be 
comfortable resolving trademark squatting disputes through litigation in 
other countries. Real trademark owners should consider the WIPO 
Arbitration and Mediation Center, which effectively resolves intellectual 
property disputes. Trademark squatting disputes can most be fairly and 
efficiently resolved by WIPO arbitration. 
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